The meeting was called to order by President Rick Jones in the College Inn at 7:00 p.m.

Budget & Finance
Kositzky reported that Sharon Fitzgerald, K-dette Colonel, wanted to borrow $200 from the ASMSU General Fund for a K-dette trip to Bozeman and a gift of $117 to charter a bus to Helena to audition for a position with the Centennial Committee in advertising for the Centennial. Kositzky moved that Central Board give the K-dettes $117 from the General Fund to charter a bus to Helena. Seconded by MacDonalld. Motion passed (11-0-0) with Bowler abstaining. The money for the trip to Bozeman will be repaid by the end of spring quarter. Kositzky moved that Central Board grant the K-dettes a loan of $200 for their trip to Bozeman to be paid back on or before June 15, 1964. Seconded by Richard. Motion passed (11-1-0) with Macdonald abstaining.

All School Show
Kositzky moved that Central Board approve the All School Show budget not to exceed $4,000. Seconded by Dennis. Motion passed unanimously.

Student Life Committee—Bob Worcester, chairman.
Worcester presented two resolutions from the committee: Resolution 1: That the decision on hours for women students between the ages of 18 and 21 should be allowed to be decided by these women and their parents or guardians and that the question of hours for women students, age 21 or over, ought to be a matter of their own decision. Resolution 2: That students of age 21 or over ought to be allowed to determine their own place of residence and that they ought to be allowed to determine their own type of housing. A motion was made that CB approve the committee's work and ask that they further clarify their resolution with the help of AWS and MSPA and return the detailed resolutions for final approval by CB. An amendment stating that CB approve part one of this resolution and then approve part two was added to this motion. Another amendment was by Macdonald stating that "resolution number one should be referred to AWS who will work with the Student Life Committee to make up a workable program which will be presented to the dean of students with CB's approval." There was some confusion over which motion CB had voted on—the motion or which of the two amendments. Finally all the amendments were defeated and CB started with the original resolution. A discussion then followed over the reference of such a resolution to the MSPA. Cole stated that he didn't see any reason for going to this group. Ulmer thought that this matter would concern almost all the schools since the Board of Regents makes the decisions regarding the ages to live off campus. Macdonald moved that CB adopt Resolution 1 as presented by the Student Life Committee and that it should be referred to AWS who will work with the Student Life Committee to make up a workable program which will be presented to the dean of students upon the approval of Central Board. Seconded by Dennis. Motion passed (12-3-0) with Turner, Schwanke, and Dennis abstaining. Turner moved to delete the word "women" from Resolution 2. Seconded by Behan. Motion passed unanimously. Behan suggested that there should be petitions from students, faculty, and parents regarding the resolution. Asselstine stated that there should have been more work with Dean Clow and AWS before the resolution was presented to CB.

Respectfully submitted,

Bonnie Bowler, Secretary
ASMSU
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